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Q. l(a) Derive the equations for frequency of Optical and Acoustical branch in normal mode one

dimensional atomic chain. (6)
OR

Derive expression of average thermal energy of Harmonic Oscillator and obtain the equation

of phonon occupancy (r) = 
-=L.' J\t exp(ha/kBT)-l'

(b) Explain experimental set up for the measurement of phonon dispersion by inelastic neutronscattering. (6)
OR

Derive Debye Continuum model. Also obtain the equation of heat capacity Cv for this model.

Q.2(a) Explain Clausius theorem and derive 6 99=Oir (8)

OR
(a) Explain Joule-Kelvin's porous plug experiment and obtain the formula for Joule-Kelvin coeffrci ent /1.

(b) obtain Cp - C,: {#)1#), ,o. the difference in heat capacities.

(b) obtain an expression for entropy orun iO.ui[r.
Q. 3(a) Explain Stern-Gerlach experiment,

Explain Stark effect 
oR

(b) Obtain equation of orbital magnetic moment
OR

Write a note on electron spin
Q'4(a)Explain h-parameters by drawing black box and Draw equivalent circuit for CE-Circuit

OR
Obtain the binary equivalent for (t) 1095 (2)108 (3) l8 1.99 (4) 49.45

(b) Write ASCII code for PHYSICS-2O4.

(5)

(6)

(6)

(8)

(s)
OR

Explain thermal runaway and stability factor. Obtain the stability factor tbr Collector base bias
circuit

Q. 5 Answer the following in brief:
L Define "Lattice".
2. write an equation of macroscopic elastic modulus of the crystal.
3. Write equation of classical heat capacity
4. Write periodic boundary condition of three dimensional crystal of length 'L'.
5. Write the differential form of Helmholtz function.
6. Write the difFerential form ofGibbs function.
7. For an isotropic solid body, compressibility K =
8. Convert 32 to an excess-3 number.
9. Convert A8Cto binary decimal number.
10. A memory chip that stores 2048K is called

(l 0)

memory.
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